ABSTRACT Street-level landmarks are the basis of high-precision IP geolocation, and the location-error of landmark affects the accuracy of geolocation result. However, existing landmark evaluation methods cannot determine the error range of landmarks. Therefore, a street-level landmark evaluation algorithm that can estimate the upper bound of landmark error is proposed. Firstly the city of candidate landmarks are verified by IP location databases. Secondly, candidate landmarks are grouped through their last-hop routers, and then divided into several clusters by E-Apriori algorithm based on their location. Thirdly, the Land-mark reliability probability model is used to calculate the probability of the last-hop router location range. Finally the upper error bound of the landmark is determined by the position of the last-hop router. By verifying 503 reliable land-marks evaluated by the algorithm in Hong Kong, we find that the algorithm can determine the upper error bound of landmarks, and the accuracy reaches 100%. We test the algorithm based on 100 accurate landmarks and 400 unreliable landmarks, and find that our algorithm can evaluate 84 accurate landmarks and 1 invalid landmark, i.e., it achieves an accuracy of 98.8%. Finally, we take landmark evaluation experiment based on 50,000 candidate landmarks in Hong Kong and Zhengzhou respectively. The results show that geolocation errors decrease obviously using our reliable landmarks, and the mean error of 100 targets in Hong Kong is reduced from 4.18 km to 2.78 km.
I. INTRODUCTION
Street-level IP geolocation refers to the determination of the street-level geographic location of a network entity with an IP address. This technology plays an important role in the field of national security such as network operations [1] and cybercrime tracking. Meanwhile it plays a key role in commercial areas, e.g., targeted advertising services [2] , network performance optimization [3] , and location-based content customization [4] . Street-level IP geolocation requires the assistance of street-level landmarks [5] - [7] , and the geolocation error is also determined by the location error of landmarks. Accordingly, it is necessary to evaluate candidate landmarks to obtain reliable ones and estimate their location errors.
Many researchers have carried out research on landmark evaluation. Structon, proposed by Guo et al. [8] , extracts
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the Location Weight Vector (LWV) of domain names corresponding to the IP addresses in a /24 network segment, and then uses Majority Voting algorithm to improve the coverage and accuracy rate of landmarks. They correct candidate landmarks with incorrect city-level locations and greatly improve the accuracy of landmarks. Wang et al. [9] established an evaluation model based on routing strategy and machine learning to evaluate the city-level location of the landmarks extracted from the IP location databases, and significantly improved the accuracy of the landmarks. Shavitt and Zilberman [10] proposed a landmark evaluation method based on POP-level network analysis, which votes to determine the city-level location of the landmarks in a POP-level network, and greatly improves the accuracy of the landmark location. Zhu et al. [11] proposed the E-GeoTrack algorithm to vote on the city-level location of the landmarks mined from the Internet forum, and accurately determine the city where the landmark located. However, these methods can only determine the provinces and cities where the candidate landmarks are located, and have no significant effect on street-level landmarks evaluation, which greatly affects the geolocation effect of landmarks.
Wang et al. [5] proposed a Web-based landmarks verifying method (LVM), which evaluates a landmark by comparing the results of http requests constructed by its IP address and domain name. They effectively filter invalid landmarks, and greatly improve the accuracy of web-based landmarks. Ruixiang Li et al. [12] proposed a street-level landmark evaluation method (SLE) based on the nearest routers. The candidate landmarks are grouped according to their nearest router, and their reliability were calculated from the distribution of the constraint relationship between their distance and their delay. Te Ma et al. proposed a street-level landmark evaluation method based on Street-Level Client-Independent IP geolocation (SLG). They use IP addresses with known location to locate the candidate landmarks extracted from the Internet Yellow Pages, and evaluate their reliability based on the error between the geolocation results and their claimed location. These methods have a high-accuracy evaluation results and a wide range of applications, however, they can only give a relative reliability to the location of landmarks, and cannot measure their location-error. Hence, it is difficult to choose landmarks in IP geolocation.
Motivated by the fact that the current evaluation algorithm can not quantify the location error of candidate landmarks, this paper proposes a street-level landmark evaluation algorithm with upper error bound. First, the algorithm filters the city-level location of candidate landmarks based on the IP location database. Second, we uses multiple probe sources to detect the paths of candidate landmarks for the purpose of determining their nearest last-hop router and the last-hop delay, and then exclude candidate landmarks whose last-hop delay exceeding the threshold. Third, the candidate landmarks are grouped by their last-hop router, and then the location range of the last-hop router as well as its possibility are determined by using the locations claimed of candidate landmarks connected to it. Finally, the reliable landmarks are obtained thorough the location of their last-hop router, meanwhile their upper error bound and reliability are obtained too.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the details of the street-level landmark evaluation algorithm with upper error bound. In Section 3, we describe the probability model and error model of the algorithm. Then, in Section 4 we present our experimental results. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
II. ALGORITHM DETAILS
Under a certain constraint of the last-hop delay constraint, the landmarks sharing the same last-hop router are geographically close. Consequently, reliable landmarks (refer to the landmarks with accurate location) tend to accumulate in a small range, and the invalid landmarks (refer to landmarks with an inaccurate location) have a small probability of falling within the range, when they connect to the same last-hop router. Based on this idea, this paper proposes a landmark evaluation algorithm with upper error bound. The input of the algorithm is street-level candidate landmarks (including IP, longitude and latitude), and the output is reliable landmarks with a credible probability and an upper error bound. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . And the steps are as follows:
Step 1: City-level validation. The city-level location of each candidate landmark is gained through a plurality of different city-level IP location databases, and then the final city is determined by majority voting. Finally, candidate landmarks whose city claimed are different from the one gained before are excluded.
Step 2: Candidate landmarks detection. Paths from multiple probe to candidate landmarks are gained through repeated detection, and then last-hop routers of candidates landmarks as well as their last-hop delays. In order to avoid the influence of the extreme value caused by the abnormal network condition, we take the median of the delays as the last-hop delay of a landmark, and exclude the landmark whose last-hop delay exceeds the threshold τ th .
Step 3: Candidate landmarks grouping. The last-hop router of every candidate landmark is determined, and then candidate landmarks are grouped according to their last-hop routers. If a candidate landmark has multiple last-hop routers, then only the one with the smallest last-hop delay is reserved.
Step 4: Last-hop router location estimation. According to the locations claimed, the candidate landmarks connected to the same last-hop router are clustered by using E-Apriori algorithm, and are divided into several clusters with a distribution radii (the radius of the smallest circle covering all landmarks in the cluster) smaller than or equal to R th , as shown in Figure 2 . Then the largest cluster will be chose to figure out the distribution range of its candidate landmarks' last-hop router, and its location is distributed in a circle whose center is the cluster-center and radius is R th + r c 1 . If the group only has one candidate landmark, or it has more than one largest cluster, then our algorithm will determine the group having no reliable landmarks and the evaluation will be ended. Where R th refers to the maximum coverage radius(the radius of the smallest circle of the IP addresses connected to the last-hop route) of a last-hop router, and r c i refers to the distribution radius of the largest cluster.
Where the Landmark Evaluation Algorithm Based on Apriori (E-Apriori) is used to cluster the candidate landmarks connected to the same last-hop router based on the idea of Apriori algorithm [13] . The input is a set of candidate landmark locations {o 1 ,o 2 , . . . , o n }, and the output are clusters obtained:
The detail of the algorithm is as follows:
Step 4.1: Initialization. Each cluster containing only one location is built as follow: {o 1 }, {o 2 }, . . . , {o n };
Step 4.2: Clusters merging. All the clusters are merged in pairs to obtain new clusters as follows:
Step 4.3: Cluster pruning. The radius r c of the circumcircle of each cluster are obtained, and then the clusters with a radius r c >R th will be deleted;
Step 4.4: Loop processing. If the number of remaining clusters is 0, the algorithm will be terminated with the maximum cluster data of the previous step returned. If the number is 1,the algorithm will be terminated with the maximum cluster data returned. Otherwise, step 4.2 is continued.
Step 4.5: This step first delete the locations appeared in the largest cluster, and then check whether the remaining position is empty. if so, the algorithm will be terminated. If otherwise, step 4.1 is continued to obtain the next largest cluster.
Step 5: Error bound calculation. The landmarks in the largest cluster obtained in step 4 are regarded as reliable ones with the upper error bound is E l = 2R th + R c 1 + D lo , and their reliability (the probability that the distance between the actual location and declared one of the landmark is less than the upper error bound) is p l =
. Where A represents the territorial area of the city where the landmark is located, and k c 1 is the number of landmarks in the largest cluster, k c 2 is the number of landmarks in the next largest cluster, and D lo refers the distance from the landmark to the center of the cluster.
Step 6: Reliable landmark storage. This step repeats Step 3 and Step 4 to evaluate all groups, and collects reliable landmarks with upper error bound and reliability, and finally store the reliable landmark into result database.
III. ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM A. LANDMARK RELIABILITY PROBABILITY MODEL
In the candidate landmark evaluation, we suppose that there are k landmarks with the same last-hop router being distributed in a cluster with the radius of r c (r c ≤ R th ). If the lasthop router is out of the R th range around the cluster, which means the k landmarks are invalid landmarks whose actual location are randomly and independently distributed within the territory of the city. Accordingly the probability that the last-hop router locates out of the R th range around the cluster is p out = π R 2 th /A k−1 , and the probability in the R th range
Where A represents the territorial area of the city where the candidate landmarks are located. When the candidate landmarks sharing the same last-hop router distribute in several clusters having a radius smaller than R th , we note the candidate landmark set as L := {l i } N i=1 , and their geographic location set as O :
. Concurrently, we note cluster set gathered according to the locations claimed by candidate landmarks C :
, and note the number of landmarks in cluster i (the clusters are sorted according to the number of landmarks in them, and the cluster containing the most landmarks is c 1 ), the distribution radius of cluster i, the probability the last-hop router located in cluster i as k c i , r c i and p c i respectively. The probabilistic model reasoning is as follows:
Since the last-hop router may be in a cluster or outside all clusters, the probabilistic that the last-hop router locates in cluster i can be obtained as follows.
where p i,in refers to the absolute probability that the last-hop router locates in cluster i, and p i,in refers to that not being here. Since the area of the urban administrative area is usually larger, i.e., A ≥ π D 2 th ≥ π r 2 c i , accordingly p in → 0 and p out →1. Then we have: 
Since the value of
is determined by the number of landmarks in each cluster and does not change with the change of i, we note it as M , then there we have M ≈
, namely:
It can be seen that the probability that the last-hop router locate in cluster i is determined by the number of landmarks in every cluster. Since A π R 2 th , when i<j namely k c i > k c j , we have p c i > p c j which means p c 1 >> p c 2 >> p c 3 >> . . .. The probability that the last-hop router locates in the largest cluster in much larger than that in others. Consequently, the last-hop router in the largest cluster, and the probability is:
B. THE UPPER ERROR BOUND ANALYSIS
Based on the definition of R th , all the IP addresses connected to the last-hop router locate in a circle with the radius R th , hence the distance from a landmark to its last-hop router should be smaller than R th . Accordingly, the upper error bound of the landmark can be estimated according to the distribution range of its last-hop router.
According to the analysis of landmark reliability probability model, the last-hop router of the candidate landmarks is located in the largest cluster c 1 . We suppose that there are k c1 landmarks distributed in the cluster with the radius of r c1 . As the distance from each landmark to the last-hop router is less than R th , the possible location of the last-hop router is within the circular centered at its landmark with radius R th . It cannot be ensured that the claimed locations of all the candidate landmarks in c 1 are accurate. We need to consider all the possible locations of the last-hop router. Correspondingly, the upper bound of the last-hop router's distribution range is the union of the ranges determined by all the landmarks in the largest cluster. To simplify the calculation, the location range of the last-hop router is determined to be the circle whose center is the geometric center of the largest cluster and radius is R th + r c1 , as shown in Figure 3 .
As the distance from each landmark to the last-hop router is less than R th , all the IP addresses connected to the lasthop router locate in the R th range around the router's location range. Accordingly, the landmarks are distributed in the circle whose center is the geometric center of the largest cluster and radius is 2R th + r c1 . As shown in Figure 4 , the claimed location of a candidate landmark is in the largest cluster, and its actual location is in the circle radius 2R th + r c1 . Therefore, the landmark error agrees e l ≤ 2R th + r c 1 + D lo , 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to test the performance of the algorithm, this paper verifies the upper error bound, the evaluation effect and the geolocation effect of landmarks evaluated by the algorithm respectively. The evaluation algorithms are all implemented in Python, and running on a 256G RAM, 1.92GHZ CPU server with the Windows Server 2012 R2 Stander. During the evaluation, probes in 10 cities of 7 countries, including Beijing, Taiwan, New York, Boston, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Seoul, Ankara, Islamabad, and Tehran, were used to perform traceroute measurements. To ensure the accuracy of delays, the measuring time is mainly arranged during a period from 1 am to 5 am local time when the network is lightly burdened.
A. PARAMETER SETTING
There are two parameters in the algorithm, one is the last-hop router delay threshold τ th , and the other one is the last-hop router's coverage radius threshold R th . Combining experimental data, we analyze as follows: We perform traceroute measurements in Hong Kong's Internet with 7652 IP address having known locations, and obtain their last-hop routers and the last-hop delay. Then we determine the radius of the smallest circumscribed circle of the IP location connected to the last-hop router, which referred to as the coverage radius of the router. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the maximum median last-hop delay(x-axis) and its coverage radius(y-axis), and there is a loose constraint between them.
When the value of τ th is 5ms, 3ms, 1ms, the number of landmarks are 7016, 5823, 4208, respectively. Figure 6 shows the cumulative probability of the last-hop router coverage radius with a given τ th . When the value of τ th takes 1ms, 92.3% of the last-hop routers have a coverage radius of less than 2 kilometers, and 76.7% less than 1 kilometers.
Furthermore, in order to prevent the IP address delay from affecting the statistical results abnormally, we also performs denoising processing to eliminate 10% outliers per last-hop router and then calculate its distribution radius again. After denoising, 97.9% of the last-hop router coverage radius is less than 2 km, and 93.6% is less than 1 km. Baidu [15] and Maxmind [16] IP location databases are used for city-level location verification, and 4917 candidate landmarks are reserved. 10 probes are used to perform traceroute measurements and then their last-hop routers and the last-hop delay are determined. When the parameter τ th takes the value 1ms and the R th takes the values 1 km and 2 km respectively, we yield 392 and 503 reliable landmarks respectively, as well as their upper error bound and reliability. Finally, the SLG geolocation algorithm and IP address with known location are used to determine the location of these reliable landmarks. The error between the geolocation result and the position claimed by landmarks are shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen from Figure 7 that the actual error of 100% reliable landmarks evaluated by our algorithm are strictly constrained by the upper error bound.
2) EVALUATION EFFECT
In order to show the proposed algorithm's evaluation effect, we evenly select 500 probable IP addresses with known locations as candidate landmarks in Hong Kong and Beijing respectively. Then we randomly select 400 of them to be invalid landmarks and change their location to a random point in the city, with the constraint that it's 10 km or more away from the original position. The distribution of these 100 accurate landmarks and 400 invalid landmarks are shown in Figure 8(a) and (b) respectively. Then we evaluate these landmarks by our algorithm, and set the parameter that τ th = 1 ms, R th = 1 km. Finally, we obtain 85 reliable landmarks in Hong Kong, including 84 accurate landmarks and 1 invalid landmark, and obtain 91 reliable landmarks in Beijing, including 89 accurate landmarks and 2 invalid landmarks, as shown in Figure 8 (c) and Figure 6 (d) respectively. The evaluation accuracy rate are 98.8% and 97.8% respectively.
3) GEOLOCATION EFFECT
For the purpose of verifying the geolocation effect of the proposed algorithm in this paper, we mine 20,000 candidate landmarks from the online map of Hong Kong and Beijing respectively. Then we set τ th = 1 ms, R th = 1 km and evaluate the candidate landmarks with the algorithm proposed in this paper, and get 1352 and 930 reliable landmarks in Hong Kong and Beijing respectively. Meanwhile we evaluate these candidate landmarks with the SLE method (TH=5) [12] , a landmark evaluation method with the highest accuracy currently, and obtain 1032 and 847 reliable landmarks in Hong Kong and Beijing respectively.
Then, we select 100 IP addresses with known locations as the geolocation target in Hong Kong and Beijing respectively. we use these reliable landmarks as the reference points of the SLG algorithm, and locate the 100 IP addresses with known locations in Hong Kong and Beijing respectively. Finally the cumulative probability of geolocation errors are shown in Figure 9 . The abscissa in the figure is the geolocation error, and the ordinate is the cumulative probability.
It can be seen from Figure 9 that the average error of our algorithm (Hong Kong 3.11 km, Beijing 2.78 km) significantly smaller than the SLE method (Hong Kong 4.35 km, Beijing 4.18 km), which indicating that the landmarks evaluated by our algorithm have better geolocation effect.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Considering that the current landmark evaluation algorithm can only give a relative reliability in the evaluation of streetlevel landmarks, but cannot quantify the landmark error. In this paper, we propose a street-level landmark evaluation algorithm with upper error bound. Based on the fact that the landmarks connected to the same last-hop router tend to be clustered in a small range, the algorithm determines the location of the last-hop router according to the declared position of candidate landmarks connected to it, and then selects the reliable landmarks as well as their upper error bound and reliability based on the location range of the lasthop router. Our experimental indicates that the algorithm can effectively filer out reliable landmarks and determine their upper error bound and significantly improve the current method on geolocation effect. However, the result of the algorithm is unsatisfactory when the candidate landmark density is very low. One possible directions for our future work would focus on low-density candidate landmark evaluation.
